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LS: Mr. Manning, I'd like to start this morning with a short discussion on
something that's happened currently in the Province, and then we'll go into
the historical material of 1952.

The newspapers have been carrying stories lately having to do with the

annexation of land in Edmonton, and have been pointing out in various

stories that former ministers of the Provincial Government have been

involved in some way, shape, or form (perhaps in a questionable way) in
these land dealings. I don't want to talk about the specific individuals,
but I think there's a larger question here that's very important.

That is, the whole role of public people, even although they may not be

currently Ministers in the Government. And secondly, historically, your

Government seemed not to have this type of problem - or did it? And what
are your views upon these kinds of situations.

ECM: Problems of these kinds can probably be divided into two areas. As long as

an individual is a Minister of the Crown, he is under very, very stringent
responsibilities and obligations not to become involved in private
transactions or enterprises that could in any possible way reflect on his

role as a Minister of the Crown. Cases of that are quite rare, because

that's so well-recognized and understood.

The second aspect is the situation that you have after Ministers of the

Crown have resigned or retired from Government. Naturally they do possess
certain knowledge which they have acquired by virtue of their close

association with the administration, and there is endless debate as to what

their role and position should be, at least for a considerable period after

they leave the Government.

It's not an easy, clear-cut matter to make pronouncements on. Once a

Minister is no longer in the Government, or even in the Legislature, he is
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to all intents and purposes then a private citizen. The question is, how
far can you deny a private citizen the normal rights that everyone enjoys,
by virtue of a position that he held previously? That is not done in the

business world generally. There are cases where contracts with senior

executives in company management, in some cases, have terms in their

contracts that if they leave they will not engage in comparable work for

some time.

But in the area of public service there's no clearly-defined position on

that. Frankly, I don't know how you would define it. My own view on those

matters has always been:

(l) Certainly a Minister, after he leaves the Government, has a

responsibility to recognize that because he has certain information he has

acquired in Government, he must be doubly careful not to do things which in

the public eye would be interpreted as his misuse of that information.
Really, this therefore boils down to the judgment and integrity of the
individual himself. I've never been enamoured of the idea that you can

control those things by laws, codes of ethics, and rules. I doubt very
much if you can devise any code of ethics that cannot easily be gotten

around if the person has the inclination to get around it.

So I come back to what I have always argued as the one great area of

protection that the public have in the matter of those that they put in

charge of their affairs: they have to give attention to the character and
integrity of the individual that they elect. If he's inclined to cut

corners, you can pass all the regulations and develop all the codes you

like. They're not going to be effective.

I think Ministers and ex-Ministers have to be very careful of doing things
which could at best be called indiscreet or unwise. I think there would be

very, very few cases of this kind, anywhere, where there is actual
dishonesty or anything of that kind. It's more indiscretion. They're
doing things in which they can argue quite strongly that "as a private
citizen I have every right to do this." There's no way in the majority of

cases of ever establishing whether what the man did he did because of some
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prior knowledge that he had, or not.

As to this case that you refer to, that's being bandied around in the

media, there's to be an inquiry into it to try to ascertain some of these

facts, but so far all you have in the media is assumptions that these

people were acting on information. But they're only assumptions; they're
unproven. And certainly, as far as what's said in the media, I would never

judge, and certainly never condemn, any public official on the basis of

what the press has to say about him.

LS: If in fact these things have happened, based on information, what recourse

would the Government have now? How would one "fix" the situation - make it
less harmful?

ECM: The Government has very little recourse. That's the point I'm making.
Once a person is a private citizen, the Government has no more jurisdiction
over them than over any other private citizen. They have to be treated as

citizens.

I do think where situations like this arise, there is indiscretion. An

ex-Minister, particularly, has to remember that the things that he does

(particularly in the early period after he leaves a Government) are going
to reflect not just on him but on the Government. His caution should be

inspired, not by protecting his own reputation, but by protecting the

Government, which he should have an interest in.

But there's very little the Government can do once the man has left the

Government. He hasn't broken any laws, even if he did these things.

LS: It must be very frustrating for the Premier and Government, then, because I

think it is harmful to the Government.

ECM: It does reflect on the Government.

You asked about when I was in the Government. I can recall a couple of

cases. I can remember one case where I asked for a Minister's resignation
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because we had a disagreement of opinion. He was involved in some outside

business activities - these were not activities that involved the

Government, but I felt that they were activities in which it was not

appropriate for him as a Minister to be involved. Not because there was

anything wrong with what he was doing, but what a man in the position of a

Minister of the Crown does, particularly in the corporate world, for

example... people on the outside are apt to look at that and say, "If that

man is associated with that, it must be a sound, good thing, and probably

it's an appropriate thing for me to get into."

Those are very vague things, but that happens. In this case, the man was

engaged in some perfectly legitimate business activities that had nothing
to do with the Government (they weren't even in the Province), but I felt

that it was undesirable. He didn't see it that way. So I said, "In that

case, you'll hand me your resignation, and then there'll be no question
about it." We just had different views as to what was appropriate for a

Minister to do.

We had an occasional case over the years where there was some public
criticism or accusations that Ministers had been involved in activities
that were inappropriate for Ministers. I recall at least one, or two,
public inquiries that we had, as a method of settling the issue once and

for all.

There was another thing that perhaps was a little different with our

Government than, I suppose, most governments, certainly the present

Government in Alberta. There seems to be a practice, by the present

Premier, of changing Ministers quite frequently. At elections there has

been almost a wholesale change in portfolios, and even some Ministers

dropping out and others coming in.

We didn't have that situation. We had Ministers in our Government that

were there for 25 years, in the one portfolio. That was a matter of

policy. We felt there was a merit in continuity of a Minister's service.

I believe the political philosophy of the present Premier is that there's
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merit in bringing in new people. So it's two entirely different

approaches. Now, of course, when you're bringing in a lot of new people

you're dropping old ones, so you end up with a lot more ex-Ministers than

we ever ended up with.

LS: Did you find it necessary during the time of your Government to discuss
with Ministers the expected behaviour - prior to anything happening?

ECM: I can't recall specific discussions where this was the whole question. But

in our Cabinet and Government there was a very clear understanding of the

propriety that was expected of Ministers. It wasn't spelled out; we hadn't
any "codes of ethics" or anything of that kind. It was just clearly

understood that "we are going to play this thing completely above board,
and there isn't going to be anything done that casts suspicion on

individuals or the Government". And that was understood; it was understood

when the Ministers came into the Cabinet.

I don't think it would have been made any better by trying to spell it out

in a lot of codes. Once you start "legalizing" these things, it's the same

problem as I see in a lot of these so-called Bills of Rights. Once you

start spelling out what is a right, then somebody assumes that everything
you haven't spelled out isn't, or vice-versa. And if you say, "You can't

do this, you can't do that" but you leave something out, then that's
assumed that it's all right to do that!

I don't like codes of ethics, that is formal, legalistic codes of ethics

and regulations in that field, for that reason.

LS: Do you think there's a different public morality today than, say 30 years
ago? 25 years ago?

ECM: I think on the whole public morality is lower today, but I think there's a

much greater tendency on the part of sections of the public to be

super-critical of anybody (not only in public life but in business life or

any structure of that kind). And as a result, you have issues raised by
various groups. We have far more groups today - special interest groups
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that consider themselves protectors of everything on the face of the earth
- than in the earlier days. I wouldn't say public morality is any higher
today, I think on the whole it's lower.

I come back to the media, on which you probably assume I'm biased, and

perhaps 1 am. But one of the things that has crept in, or been brought
into the media area, in the last number of years, is the so-called

"investigative reporting". To me, an investigative reporter is nothing
more than a paid character assassin, the vast majority of them.

This philosophy, which is quite prominent in the media, that they're
rendering some great public service by assuming that "everybody in public

life is crooked and our holy crusade is to ferret them out," with no regard

to how many innocent characters they assassinate in the meantime -

certainly that kind of thing bears on the question you've raised. The

media constantly give the impression that most people in public life are

dishonest and crooked. You feed the public that, day after day, through

the press, and of course more and more people are going to accept it as a

normal assumption. So everybody becomes suspicious.

I think it's one of the most despicable things in the media operation, and

I think it does a great disservice to the country. I know personally today

a significant number of men and women that I would regard as very capable,

and excellent people to be in public life, who simply would not touch

public life with a 10-foot pole because of character assassination. Not so

much for themselves, but a goodly number of men that I've talked to, have

tried to interest to get into public affairs, say, "Look, I simply will not

expose my family to the kind of smear, character-assassination tactics that

are levied against just about everybody that tries to serve the public in
that realm."

I think that's regrettable because the country loses by it.

LS: During the course of your public life as Premier, how did you cope with

that?
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ECM: Well, I can only think of two ways. As I say, this thing was never a big
issue. I don't want to magnify it out of proportion.

In the first place, we did as a matter of policy (and I don't think this is
peculiar of our Government) stress to our Ministers and to each other the

importance of being scrupulously careful that everything that was done was

done properly and above-board and that there weren't any valid grounds for

criticism.

You know that no matter how hard you try to do that, you're going to be

accused. I've been accused of everything under heaven in the years I was

Premier. I was supposed to have millions of dollars salted away in banks

in Switzerland, and heaven knows what else.

But the things that you know are completely false, you simply don't waste

your time or breath on them. You just go ahead and do your job and pay no

attention to them.

LS: But personally that must be difficult. Do you develop a very thick skin?
How do you handle it?

ECM: There's a certain hurt to a lot of these things. The hurt comes from the

fact that nobody likes to be falsely accused. You can't help but have a

certain feeling because of the unfairness and the injustice of it. But on

the other hand, the only thing that really needs to concern a person (and

this was certainly my philosophy) was, if there was any just cause for the

people to criticize or make accusations, then take a hard look at

yourself. Maybe you're doing something wrong.

But as long as you're satisfied in your own mind that everything you've
done has been proper and above-board, then why get excited because some

dumb-bell wants to make an accusation that has absolutely no justification
in fact? You just can't spend your time or energy on things like that.

So you shrug it off and forget it.
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LS: I'd like to move now to the historical material and cover some of the

events of 1952. In that year, Mr. Manning, the Petroleum and and Natural

Gas Conservation Board reported and recommended that there should be an

export of gas from the Peace River area to Vancouver, Seattle and

Portland. And the company that was mentioned there was West Coast

Transmission. There are some questions I'd like to ask specifically about
that.

(1) Why was that particular report made to the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council and not to the Legislature? It's a small administrative area, but

I think it's of interest.

(2) The report put a limiting figure on cubic feet per year, and I'm
interested in that.

(3) Also, the general background of the recommendation on gas from Peace
River.

(4) And the West Coast Transmission Company and West Coast Transmission
Company Alberta incorporation. Why were there two entities? I believe a

Mr. Frank McMahon was also involved in that, and I'd like to know about his
background and his role there.

ECM: West Coast Transmission Company was a British Columbia based company. Mr.
McMahon was, I believe, the President or Chairman, one of the senior

executives of the company, and I believe the prime mover in the formation
of the company (he lived in Vancouver). That company was incorporated and

distributed gas in British Columbia. They needed more gas, not so much for

British Columbia, but they were interested in exporting gas to the Pacific

North-West area of the United States - the areas that you referred to.

First of all, I believe they had some negotiations with gas producers up in

the Peace River area, and they found they were able to purchase gas in that

area. There was no market for the gas up there because the local market

was inadequate to absorb more than a little of it. They were able to
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purchase gas there, so they then applied for a permit to take the gas from

the Province.

Under our gas policy, it had to be declared surplus to the requirements of

Alberta before it could be exported. What they wanted was to have the

Board, with the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, declare a

certain volume of that Peace River gas surplus, and give them permission to

contract for it and export it from the Province to feed this market in the

States .

Now the Board held hearings on it, and the report you referred to goes to

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council because under the legislation it was the

Cabinet that approved the recommendations of the Board - not the

Legislature. So that was just a routine procedure.

In all the years that I can recall, I don't think there was ever a case

where we outright rejected a recommendation of the Conservation Board after

public hearings. There were cases where we went back to the Board and
asked them to take another look at some aspect and maybe even vary the

amounts, or something of that kind.

In this case, they held the hearings, they found the gas up in the Peace
River had no market in Alberta (there were no pipelines in those days to

tie Peace River gas into the markets in the rest of the Province), and they
said, "certainly X-amount of gas there is surplus to the needs of that

region, and it's not tied into any other area of the Province and is not

needed anyway for the Provincial requirements. So they recommended that we

authorize its purchase and removal from the Province, which was done.

LS: This was the first time, was it not, that gas was exported?

ECM: I believe that was the first gas to go out. There may have been minor
volumes, like to Montana or something of that kind, but that was, I

believe, the first really commercial export of gas.

Now you also asked about the two incorporations, of West Coast
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Transmission. I'm speaking only from memory on something that's rather

vague, but I believe the answer to your question is that they incorporated
an Alberta subsidiary or branch of West Coast Transmission to handle the

project in Alberta and deliver it to their other company at the B.C.

boundary. That would be a normal thing for us to require, because we were

very much against getting pipeline systems across provincial boundaries as

such, which took them out of provincial jurisdiction and brought them under

Federal jurisdiction (because they crossed provincial boundaries). So they

had one division of West Coast that bought and delivered the gas in Alberta

to the B.C. boundary, and then the B.C. wing picked it up there and

distributed it to their market in B.C. and the States.

LS: Did that mean that you foresaw at that point some problems in terms of

Federal jurisdiction over pipelines and gas?

ECM: Well, there hadn't been (as far as I recall) any major problems that had

arisen at that time. But there's a very clear distinction; it's a

constitutional position that the Federal Government definitely has

jurisdiction over inter-provincial trade and pipelines which cross

Provincial boundaries. If you want, for any reason, to retain control of

those pipelines by the Provincial Government, then you have to set up some

kind of entity that's confined to your own Province. And that was a policy
we followed right from the very outset.

LS: What was the political climate like, about that decision?

ECM: There was some media criticism, particularly, because quite a large section

of the media (and some organizations) were opposed to exporting any gas

from Alberta. It was rather on general terms that "this is a valuable

resource and someday we're going to need it, and let's hang onto it."

This is digressing a little bit, but some very interesting things
happened. I remember we dug this out at the time. Way back, long before

the days of our Government (I think in the period of the Liberal Government

in fact, from 1905 to 1921) there was a very vehement outcry against the

Province exporting coal. The very same arguments were used. This was a
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valuable fuel, someday we'd be short of coal - and it sounded rather

amusing years later when our mines were all shut down because there was

absolutely no market for coal anywhere. It was really the same thing.

Much of that type of opposition, I think, is sincere, but it's uninformed.
And understandably uninformed. There's no way the rank and file of people

can know how much gas there is, how much you can expect to develop, what

the projections are for consumption. The Conservation Board had all this
information, as far as it could be obtained, and it was on that basis that

they declared the gas surplus. But there were still some that just took

the position of "No export, period."

We were criticized for exporting. It wasn't a major criticism, but there
were groups, particularly in the media and such circles.

LS: Can you be more specific about what groups, aside from media, had concerns?

ECM: It's so vague, I would be a little hesitant about actually naming groups.

But I do recall that there was some of that kind of criticism from some

municipalities. I think even Edmonton took a pretty strong stand against
exporting gas. The assumption was that they were a large consumer centre,
and it was vital that they be assured a permanent supply of gas. So it was

more or less a protective measure. I know at one period Edmonton took a

very strong position in opposition to any export of gas.

I believe that position was taken also by some of the Alberta gas utility
companies. And there again, I think it was probably just a general

protection measure. They argued that they wanted to be in a position where

they could always be assured of adequate gas to serve their regions and

their customers. The safest way to do it is, if you don't export any then

you've always got everything you ever had.

Those were the types of groups from which the criticism came.
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LS: One final question on West Coast Transmission. Was your Government

involved in any way in terms of the actual corporation, the actual

company? Was it a joint venture of any kind?

ECM: No, the Government had nothing whatever to do with the company. The

company was just a normal incorporated company.

LS: In August of 1952 there was an election in Alberta, and Social Credit when

the election came about had 51 seats; you increased to 52 seats. You moved

from 55.6% of the population supporting you to 56.2. So there were small
increases there. There had also been some redistribution of seats and

there were an additional number of seats added to total 61.

What were the issues of that 1952 election, as you recall?

ECM: The very matter we've discussed, as I recall, was raised quite frequently.

Gas was just becoming a matter of public interest. The volumes were

getting to the place where the producers were getting concerned because

there was no market for their gas. Hunting for markets meant looking for

them outside the Province because there were no markets in the Province
that could begin to absorb the gas. So the export of gas was one of the

issues that were debated quite vigorously in that campaign, as I recall it.

I couldn't say that it had reached the place where it was the major issue,
but it was probably one that was as prominent as any issue. There were no

really major issues at that time that stood out above all others.

LS: Did your party feel at that point that there was any question about your
return to Government?

ECM: No.

LS: One other small occurence coming out of Calgary was that apparently prior
to the election (and in fact prior to the public announcement that there
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was going to be an election in August), Mr. Leslie Hill from Calgary (who

was head of the Social Credit constituency association there) apparently
sent a letter to the Calgary Oilmen saying that (1) a provincial election
was upcoming, and (2) because they had benefited from governmental policies

on the development of oil and gas, they should in fact contribute to your

party. Mr. Hill resigned at some point later on, and you, I believe,
denied (a) that the election was coming, and (b) that this should be the
kind of contribution that these people should make.

Do you recall that whole issue?

ECM: I have a very vague recollection of that. The structure that we used in
the Social Credit Party for financing the operation of the party provided

for a Provincial Campaign Fund. It was maintained all the time. In fact

it was referred to in those days as a Provincial Educational Fund because
it was used in the encouragement of the establishment of economic study

groups and that type of thing, not just at election times. It was an

ongoing thing.

LS: Was that a throw-back to the early 1930's days?

ECM: Yes, it was really a carry-over from the structure that was there when the
Movement first went political. It was a central, provincial fund,
maintained here in Edmonton, and was administered by a small committee.
Each of the constituencies, prior to elections (and some of them had them
continuously), would establish their own finance committee and open a

constituency campaign fund. They did their own solicitation within their

own constituency for an upcoming election. You'd know that at least every

four years you could assume there was an election coming in another year at

least, and this was usually done a year or so ahead to build up a little

bit of money.

This case that you mentioned was referring to that constituency fund in
Calgary; it was nothing to do with the Provincial organization fund. We
never used those kinds of methods under any circumstances.
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The local constituency finance committee were left pretty well on their own

to raise their money in any way they wanted, as long as it was

legitimate. This case you refer to was a policy adopted or followed in
that instance by somebody in the Calgary committee, which was completely
contrary to our overall policy in the matter of campaign funds. We never

solicited funds (we were scrupulously careful) from any group with the

slightest suggestion that whether they gave or didn't give would make one

iota of difference as far as their dealings with the Government were

concerned.

If they sent out a letter (which they apparently did) in which they implied

that there should be some debt of gratitude from a section of the business
community because they'd prospered in Alberta under the Government, well,
that would be completely contrary to our position, and we would condemn it
very roundly, and undoubtedly did. I assume that's why the fellow

res igned.

LS: To carry on with the issue of gas exports, I'd like to read you a quote
from one of your favorite authors, Larry Pratt, in his books. I think he

said some interesting things here, and I'd like to have your comments on

them.

Page 66. "Whereas the Liberals and the CCF argued that gas exports would
have a negative effect on Alberta's prospects for industrialization, Social
Credit argued that such industrialization would not occur without exports.

Alberta's best industrial opportunity lay in petrochemicals, an industry

which would use the byproducts extracted from gas before export. Failure

to approve exports was restricting 'an important phase of potential
industrial growth,' charged Manning. This seems to have been largely a
political rationalization since he was privately sceptical and

unenthusiastic about both petrochemicals and industrialization given
Alberta's distance from markets and the likelihood that secondary

industries would require government subsidies."

I'd like your comments on what he says you felt about the development of a

petrochemical industry, and industrialization in general.
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ECM: Dealing with the latter one first. I assume the conclusion which he's come

to probably arose from the fact that there were those who, in opposition to

gas export, argued very strongly that because gas was a preferred fuel, it

would be the great inducement to industries coming into Alberta, because

they could get this cheap, premium fuel. And that sounds like a pretty

plausible argument on the surface.

To some extent, with some industries, it was definitely a factor; it would

be an attraction to them to come to Alberta. But I remember studies that

we had made in those days because of this question (it was a serious,
important question to the Government), and we found in the great majority
of cases, in different categories of industries, that the percentage of

production costs represented by fuel was a pretty low figure. It varied,
of course, with the type of industry, bat generally speaking it was pretty

low. You might be talking about something in the range of 8-12%, or

something like that.

So that an industry deciding whether this was an appropriate part of the

country to locate in had probably 85% of factors that had nothing to do

with the cost of fuel, that they had to look at. And unfortunately, those

factors were usually higher-cost factors in this part of Canada than they

were certainly in central Canada. Transportation of course would be the

biggest one. Also, availability of labour pools. There are a whole raft

of categories of factors that an industry has to take into account when

they decided whether this is a good area to locate in.

From that, we became reluctantly convinced that it was not valid to argue

that the fact we had a lot of gas in Alberta was going to be big attraction
in itself, as a fuel, to bring industry to Alberta. My scepticism, if I

expressed scepticism (which 1 probably did in explaining this position) was

that the other factors that had to be overcome to attract industry here far

overshadowed the advantages that they would gain from the fact that we did

have an abundant supply of low-cost fuel.

On the second point about petrochemicals: One of the stringent
requirements that we had legislation to govern was that we could require
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the extraction from natural gas of any and all byproducts before it was

exported. This was not always done, because there was not always a market

for them, and some of them had little value, but they could take the

sulphur out, they could take the butanes out - the byproducts of the fuel

itself which are the feedstock for petrochemical industries.

So we did argue that as far as gas was a factor in industrialization of the

Province, its greatest contribution would be that by requiring these

byproducts to be extracted from the fuel before it was exported we would be

producing byproducts which would be attractive to petrochemical
industries. And we had considerable hopes of significant petrochemical

industry development.

But the fact that we had these byproducts did not lead to the significant
development of petrochemical industries. There were two or three reasons

for that. (1) The petrochemical industries still had many of these other

problems that I referred to, in areas other than feedstocks and fuel. (2)

The general market for petrochemical products in those days of course was

nothing like it is today. That was in the beginning of the era of that

type of industry, and the market in Canada was limited.

So while it was an inducement, and we were quite hopeful of significant
petrochemical industry (particularly down the years), it didn't develop

quickly, because of the other factors, as I've said - the lack of markets,

and the other costs which were higher in this part of Canada than

elsewhere.

It's interesting even today, with all the increase of population and the

increased demand for the products of petrochemical industries - you notice
in the last few years this big petrochemical plant was built at Sarnia,

Ontario. It was more viable for them, economically, to take Alberta gas to

Sarnia, and be that much closer to the market with their finished product

rather than produce here and move the products to market. That situation
prevailed in those days too.

LS: What about the comment Pratt made in terms of the Liberals and the CCF
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talking about gas exports as a negative effect on industrialization. Did
that difference exist then?

ECM: Yes, the Liberals and CCF were inclined to argue then that gas as a fuel
was the big attraction for industry in the Province. It's the old

generalization that you hear so often in the field of industrialization.
"Let's keep the processing here at home; that's what creates the jobs."
And their argument (and it's a simplistic one, yet understandable) was,
"Cheap fuel is going to attract industry and that's going to create jobs.
And if you won't let them take the gas out to burn in their furnaces in
some other part of the world, then they'll bring the furnaces here."

Unfortunately, it doesn't work out that way.

LS: That raises a question about future policies. Is it ever possible, given
where it sits in the country, that Alberta could develop a strong secondary

industrial base?

ECM: I think the only answer to that is that it depends entirely on the

categories and types of industry that you concentrate on. I can't see this
area of Canada ever (or as far into the future as we can see now) becoming

a big industrial base for heavy industry - for example, the manufacturing
of heavy equipment - because of the heavy transportation costs of moving it
to market. We do not have a market of sufficient size in Western Canada to

make that kind of an industry viable.

In Canada, we have nearly 2/3 of our population at least 1,700 miles away.

If we go even to the States, assuming we get into the American market, the

big American markets are not close to this region of Canada. They're not

in Montana; they're not in that region of the States. You've got to get

down to Chicago or out to the West Coast to Los Angeles, or to Denver. And

all of these are a long, long way away.

I think (and this was certainly the philosophy of our Government away back

in those days and I don't think it can change for a long time anyway) that

we have to concentrate on the type of industry that produces a high-value
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product with relatively small bulk and weight.

LS: What would that be?

ECM: The electronics industry has some potential in that field. The

petrochemical industry of course is in that field in respect to many of its
products.

If you're going to ship tractors, that's a heavy, bulky, costly thing to

move. If you're going to export computers and computer parts (which are

very valuable and yet a computer chip the size of your thumbnail can retain
a memory bank that would take a library to fill) —that's the type of

product I mean.

I don't think there's anything of this kind in Western Canada, but it's
illustrative. I can see things like cameras, binoculars - all that type of

valuable end product, relatively small bulk and relatively small weight,
where the transportation problem is minimized and the value is relatively
high for the product which you're exporting.

LS: Is that happening?

ECM: I think that can happen. I think that's the direction in which the

emphasis needs to be as far as governments are concerned. I think that's
the type of industry they should be encouraging.

LS: And are they?

ECM: I really don't know what the Government's doing today. They talked a lot

about petrochemical industries; I don't know whether they're doing much in

these other fields.

LS: If in fact we're talking about non-renewable resources as a large part of

the economic base of the Province, it's fairly important that we develop

that kind of secondary industry.
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ECM: I thought that that was one of the objectives of the Heritage Trust Fund,
that this was to encourage the development of types of industry that would

be viable and permanent in this part of Canada after the resource

industries had declined. I don't know how much they've done in that field;
I'm not privy to that. But I am inclined to think that the emphasis has

still been primarily related to the energy resource field rather than to

these other fields which are not directly connected in any way to energy

resources.

LS: I'd like to move back now to the period of 1952 and the early fifties. As
Alberta was developing gas and oil, I'd like to ask a question about the

appropriate role of government in the process of economic growth and

development in Alberta. I think that your Government had a particular
perspective on what the appropriate role should be, and I'd like to hear

what that was.

ECM: Broadly speaking, policy in that field falls into two very broad

categories. One, the policies that grow from the philosophy that the

encouragement of development and growth can best be achieved by the

Government directly or indirectly becoming involved in the fields
themselves. That's the area of Crown corporations and all these other

activities. The classic example in Canada is that the Federal Government
is in that up to their eyes - Crown corporations of all kinds springing up,

which are actually going into the physical industrial activities, like

Petrocan.

The other philosophy is that the actual industrial development can be more

effectively done by the private sector with the government providing
inducements, not necessarily in the way of financial aid (that's usually

thought of as the inducement, but it's by no means the best inducement, in

my view, for governments). I think the greatest thing a government can do

is provide a business climate and environment that is attractive to private

industry. And that means that the government must be perceived as being
not simply tolarant of the efforts of private enterprise (which is so often

the case with the socialistic governments) but enthusiastic to encourage

and support the private sector in doing the job that it can do better than
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governments can do, and which is not, in my view, an appropriate field for

governments at all.

Industrialists looking at an area, and deciding whether that's a desirable
area to locate in, pay much more attention to the political philosophy of

governments than most people realize. It is important to them. They may
perceive a government to be anti-business, anti-private-sector, that looks

on all private enterprise as exploitation and the enemy of the people, and

thinks that the government's job is to police them and penalize them and
tax them and do all the other things they can do to them.

Then they compare it with a region where the government says, "We have a

field of government which we can do better than you can do and we don't
intend to have you mussing around in it. But on the other hand, in the

industrial field particularly, the expertise of the private sector and the

structure of the private sector is far more desirable and efficient in

doing the job in that field. And we recognize that; we want that

developed. We'll encourage you in every way we can. We won't get in your
way with a whole lot of unnecessary obstacles, regulations and
restrict ions."

To my mind, that is the role of government in encouraging industry. It has

always seemed ironic to me that the socialistic oriented governments

usually (in this country at least) give lip-service to the private sector.

If you ask them if they're anti-business, "Oh, no, no way. We're all for

it." That's the lip-service. But 90% of the things they do are

anti-private sector. And it even shows up in their legislation.

So much of our legislation in Canada, in the last 10 or 15 years

especially, reflects so clearly the attitude that business is the enemy
that's going to fleece the people, exploit the people, if given the

slightest opportunity, and the Government's got to have all the laws and

regulations and bureaucrats to protect the people from these exploiters.
In other words, they're condemned before they start. They're the villains,
the enemy.
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The legislation is all "Thou shalt not, thou shalt not, thou shalt n0t...",
all the things to keep them from doing what they think is something that

will exploit the people.

Now, business learns to live with that type of thing, but it doesn't create

an environment that is encouraging to them.

The government in the United States, which leans much more to this other

philosophy, that they want to clear away some of the impediments to private

enterprise and business activity, coming at a time when in Canada we've
gone exactly the opposite direction, is one of the big reasons why there

are just millions and millions of dollars of investment capital leaving

this country and going to the States. It's not all because of the energy

problem - it's because the business environment there is so much more

attractive than the business environment in Canada.

As far as our Government was concerned, we held very strongly that the role
of the private sector was vital. We were private enterprisers, and we were

not ashamed of it, and we said so. We tried to shape our legislation, but

looking back over it, if I was doing it over again, I'd go much further

than we went then. I think we still had too many restrictions. But we

tried to make a business climate - and I think that on the whole it was

successful. At least we were told by a lot of business people that they

came here, and liked doing business here, because the business climate was

such that it was not antagonistic to the efforts of the private sector.

LS: I think one of the points of confusion (and this comes up several times
during the history of your Government) is about the philosophy of Social
Credit in its early years, in terms of its relationships with financial
institutions, for instance, and then in fact this role of government in the

early fifties, vis-a-vis private enterprise, as you say. I think it's

important to clarify whether in fact there was a conflict there between

that Social Credit philosophy and this particular role of government at

this point in time.
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ECM: I don't think there was a conflict. I think rather it's two areas that are

in some respects remote from each other. Remember once more that the

Social Credit Movement was born in this Province in a period of deflation,
not just here but all over the continent, where it was recognized that
there was a very serious shortage of buying power in the hands of the

consuming public.

The Social Credit monetary philosophy argued (and this goes back to Major
Douglas' writings and arguments) that this chronic shortage of buying power

was largely the fault of the way the financial institutions operated. And
so I think it would be fair to say the Social Credit philosophy, and

subscribing to that philosophy we (especially in the early days of the

Government) viewed the financial institutions in many respects as

impediments to the private sector as far as industrial development and

production were concerned. The argument was that it was really no good

merely making loans to industry to produce more goods if the consuming
public was unable to buy the goods that they already had produced.

In other words, you had to deal with the problem at the consumption end as

well as the production end. And the whole Social Credit monetary

philosophy of course was based on financing consumption as well as

production. Douglas' argument, and our argument, was that the financial
system and the financial institutions were completely at fault in not

addressing that end of it at all. They did not finance consumption; they

financed only production.

So it wasn't a matter of saying, "We're critical of the financial
institutions and yet on the other hand we say we want business to think of

us as their friends." It was a very fundamental distinction between the

financial segment of the business world, which we held responsible for the

plight of the industrial world as well as the consuming public. And

therefore in our criticism of the financial institutions it was almost in a

sense criticism on behalf of the private sector of the industrial world.

We argued that unless you do something to finance consumption you're
putting businesses out of business because there's no market for their
products; there can't be.
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LS: Was that understood?

ECM: No, it would not be clearly understood. I know when we came to the period
where resource development became a dominant factor in the Province, the

government's efforts and attitude of cooperation (to say the least) with
the oil industry and resource industries brought charges from some that we

had "sold out to the big companies" -we were no longer critical. Well, if
they'd really looked back over the facts, we never were critical of those

sections. We were critical of the financial institutions, for a different
reason altogether. But Social Credit from its very inception was always a

champion of private enterprise.

LS: I think probably they were all lumped together.

ECM: Well, the lines of distinction were not clear; that's certainly true.

LS: In this period of 1949-51, the Research Council of Alberta had worked on a

refinery experiment at Bitument(sp?) up in northern Alberta. Around this
time (the report comes out in December of 1950) Syd Blair does an

engineering and economic survey of that oil sands area, and I'd like now to

start getting into that particular issue.

Was it the Government that asked for this particular survey and report?

What was the background? What were the recommendations of Blair's report?

And, involved with that, what was the Government's role? I'd like some

background to that.

ECM: Going back quite a while before that study by Syd Blair was commissioned
(and we've mentioned this is some of our previous talks) there had been

experimental work with respect to the Athabasca tar sands, going back a

long time. Dr. Clark of the Research Council, particularly, was almost the
father and inventor of the water flotation process which is still the one

used today with certain refinements. He probably did more in that field,
certainly than any other man in Western Canada. And there had been two or

three little pilot plant projects over the years, up in the tar sands.
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It was recognized, certainly even before we came into Government in 1935,
that the Athabasca tar sands represented a tremendous potential of oil
reserves. And remember, in those days we didn't have Leduc and the

conventional industry. Our only oil was the naphtha wells in Turner Valley
in the early years, and later the crude wells in the flanks of Turner

Valley. But much of this was back in the period before there was any great

conventional industry in Alberta.

There was always the desire and interest to find out definitely, "Is this a

real potential source of oil and energy resources?" Dr. Clark and his

colleagues, and others from outside including some of the Federal people,

had carried on pilot plant experiments, laboratory experiments, and this
had really gotten about as far as it could go. We were getting therefore

to the place where we felt it important, as a Government, to know

definitely, "Is the commercial development of these sands economically
viable?"

We could tinker around with pilot plans and laboratories, but that really
is not the same thing as a plant that is going to try to develop tar sands
at a magnitude to make it a commercial, viable venture. The Blair study

was commissioned by the Government, and its main thrust was to have him try

to ascertain whether the tar sands could be developed on a commercial basis
in the markets of the continent as they were at that time.

Mr. Blair, Syd Blair, was chosen because he was an eminent engineer who had
given a lot of time and thought to that field. He had a good background of

experience. He wasn't connected with the government. He was somebody

outside. We wanted to get an objective report that wouldn't be regarded as

a Government propaganda document.

And Syd Blair conducted that study over quite an extended period of time
It was a very thorough study. But that was the thrust of it: "Is it

economically viable to produce oil from the tar sands?"

LS: By this point in time, did you not know how much Leduc was going to

produce?
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ECM: Oh yes, we had a reasonable knowledge. The conventional industry by this
time was well on its way. We had Leduc and Redwater, and all of that. But
the fact still remained that here was a source of oil that all the

geologists that looked at it said, "This is probably one of the biggest
reserves of oil in the world."

Sure, we wanted to see the conventional industry go ahead too, but you
don't just leave the largest oil deposit in the world sitting there and

say, "We don't need to be interested in it because we've got lots of

conventional oil." This wasn't the result of any uncertainty that the

conventional industry was going to be a major thing. That was already
established by that date.

But we wanted to see if this alternate source of oil (in which there was a

lot of interest, and increasing interest) was only going to be a nice,

experimental field, or whether it really had a commercial potential. That
was the purpose of Blair's study.

As you know, Blair came out with his report. The conclusion of his report

was that the commercial development of the Athabasca tar sands was

economically viable as of that time. Which gave a whole new dimension to

the thing. That was the first time there'd been any really objective

scientific study to establish that point. Prior to that, some said it was,
some said it wasn't, but it was purely theory. This got down to some

realities.

LS: Your Government then sponsors the first Athabasca Oil Sands Conference in
1951. What was that all about?

ECM: That was a follow-up of the Blair Report. When we had the report we were

very encouraged by the conclusions and findings, and we didn't want the

report to be stuck away on a shelf somewhere. So this particular

conference of those interested in this area was convened, to discuss the

report and to also try to establish some broad outlines of what government

policy might be or should be in the commercial development of the tar sands

if, as, and when somebody came along that was prepared to invest the
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capital necessary.

LS: I'd like to now get into what you recall was your Government's announced

policy at that time, in terms of the leasing and various arrangements.

ECM: That was in the evolutionary stage at that period. With the Blair Report's

completion and findings, we wanted then as a Government to at least get the

preliminary work done that any groups interested in such developments would

have to know before they could move.

In other words, if some group was going to take a serious look at

developing the tar sands, they'd want to know the terms on which they could

lease tar sands, how long they could get it for, what the royalties would

be, what the taxation picture would be - all the normal things which any

developer needs to know. And there was nothing of that kind in existence

then because there was no commercial development.

So we were starting from scratch. And what we did was try to apply to the

tar sands area the same general concepts that were already established in

legislation and regulation for the conventional industry. It was an

adaptation of that to the tar sands. We had provisions for leasing; terms

of leases; the size that they could get; the royalties; all that type of
thing. I don't recall the details of those. Then they went through quite
a long process in which they were refined and changed. But that was the

starting-point of something concrete that an investor or group of

entrepreneurs interested in going into the tar sands could look at and say,

"Here are the ground rules we have to live with."

LS: In the announcement of those ground rules, and the role of government, did

you foresee at that time actually being a "partner" with the private sector

in the development of the tar sands?

ECM: No, we didn't anticipate that. I wouldn't say it was totally ruled out.

We would have had an open mind at that time if some group had come along

and said, "The only way we can do this is by this kind of an arrangement."
We would have looked at it. But as a matter of policy, no. We wanted it
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done by private enterprise.

LS: One of the things that comes up in the discussion of your Government's

policy at that time was, for instance, that you say that the cost of the
kind of social infrastructure like schools, roads, etc., would not be
carried by the Government. They would have to be carried by the private
sector. Is that correct?

ECM: Not completely. We did take the position that because of the magnitude of
these projects (and it was recognized even then that if they were going to

be commercially viable they had to be big project) they would require the

provision of schools, hospitals, roads, and things like that, because the
sands were in areas that were not developed. It was a very different

situation to drilling some oil wells near a city where there were already

all these facilities. There were not the facilities up there. And the

costs of those facilities would have to be regarded as part of the cost of

the project.

That didn't mean the Government wouldn't go in and build some roads; but we

would recover some or all of this on the taxation of those industries, and
so on. And the same with the other social services. It didn't mean that

we were just going to sit on the outside and the industry had to build the

schools and hospitals. But we made it very clear from the outset that the

returns from those projects would have to include a portion that would be

for the financing of these social services that were made necessary by
reason of the project.

LS: Did you ever change that policy?

ECM: Well, it varied in the different areas. Primarily, it would depend on the
location and the situation in the area where the project went ahead. Apart

altogether from the tar sands, I recall you had something of the same thing
when there was a pulp mill built out west of Edmonton. This was a huge

project; it involved a lot of extra services. In the matter of the

royalties and rentals, the cost of the infrastructure was taken into

account. I wouldn't say it paid all of it; in some cases it may have paid
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only a part. It might be in a region where all that was required was a

modest addition to what was already there; in other cases it might involve
starting from scratch and building roads and schools and hospitals - a

different deal altogether.

So you had to look at each project pretty well on its own merits.

LS: In terms of this policy on the development of our natural resources, I want

to talk about Mr. Tanner. Colliers Magazine of August 9th, 1952 (in fact,
I believe I got the article from your personal papers) has an article on

yourself and Alberta, and Mr. Tanner. And in there is the following quote:

"In Alberta, the Government for all practical purposes involving oil, is

Tanner ."

Mr. Tanner joined your Government right back in 1935 as the MLA from

Cardston, I believe. I'm interested in in Mr. Tanner for a number of

reasons. I'd like to know about his background; I'd like to know how he

worked with you, as Premier, in the development of these policies during
this very important time in the early Fifties; and I then would like to

talk about his resignation from your Government.

What was Mr. Tanner's background?

ECM: When Mr. Tanner came into the Social Credit Movement as a candidate in

1935, he was the principal of a school at Cardston. He has been a

teacher. He was also a man with business interests, not large interests in

those days. (Of course, in the Depression nobody had very large interests,
especially school teachers! I remember that was the period when teachers'
salaries were about $6OO a year.) But he was interested in business, and

he had a good business head - a very, very capable man.

He was elected in the first election in 1935. He was then elected Speaker
of the Legislature. The Minister of Lands and Mines at that time was a man

by the name of Mr. Ross who had been brought in just for that purpose, who

had not been connected with the Social Credit Movement and had no political
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interests at all. He and Mr. Aberhart had a disagreement, and Mr. Ross

resigned. And Mr. Aberhart appointed Mr. Tanner as Minister of Lands and

Mines. He served as Speaker less than a year.

That was in the beginning of 1936, sometime in 1936. So by the period of
the Fifties, he had been in the Government as a Minister, continuously,
from 1936 on.

In that early period, from 1936 until 1943 when Mr. Aberhart died and I
became Premier, I was Minister of Trade and Industry, among other things.

And Mr. Tanner was Minister of the joint department of Mines and Minerals
and Lands and Forests. They were all one department in those days. The

nature of our departments was such that we were thrown into pretty close

association. I was interested in anything that had to do with labour and
industrial development and all that kind of thing, and he was really in the
resource portfolios of the Province.

So we got to know each other very well as Ministers, because of the nature

of our Departments. Mr. Tanner was a very, very capable man. He became

not only recognized but very highly respected as Minister of his

Department. When the two departments were split into two parts, after I

was Premier, I asked him to carry on as Minister of both departments. The

advantage of the split, from the workload, was that we then had separate

Deputies and staffs for each Department, which eased the load. But as far

as the overall ministerial supervision, he was Minister of both

departments.

He was there from away before there was any Leduc or Redwater, so he was
responsible for the development of the legislation and regulations and

really the recommendation to the Government of policy matters as it
affected resource industry, from the very inception. And he became very
well known within the industry and the community generally, both as a man

who had demonstrated himself as very capable in the management of his

department, and as very knowledgeable in the field. He was respected and

recognized by the industry itself. If you went to talk to Mr. Tanner about
oil or gas or tar sands, you didn't have to explain what you meant.
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I think that's probably the explanation of the expression that "it was Mr.

Tanner". He was a prominent Minister who had done an excellent job in that

field.

LS: How did you work with him as Premier?

ECM: Very well. As I say, he and I had become very close associates during

1936-43, the 7-year period when we were both in the ministerial role. When

I became Premier, I asked him of course to carry on, and that relationship

continued. We were close associates. Once you become Premier, you're in a

little different position (I think I mentioned this before). You can't
have particularly close relations with any one Minister. You have to be

extremely cautious that every Minister's treated exactly the same as far as

his relationship with the Premier's Office is concerned.

But Mr. Tanner and I were good personal friends. Our thinking was much

alike. I can't recall any time we every had a disagreement. We might

argue that "this way's better than that way", but we never had a

disagreement on any matter in all the years that I worked with him as a

fellow Minister or the years that he was a Minister in my Cabinet.

LS: I want to raise a point that you've raised. I think that if one looks at

other governments, in terms of the relationship between the Premier and

some of the Ministers, we often hear about an "inner Cabinet" or an inner
circle within a Cabinet. Are you saying that that was not the case during
your time as Premier?

ECM: No, we didn't have any "inner Cabinet" as such. What happens, I suppose in
all Governments, is that you deal as Premier with each of your Ministers on

exactly the same basis as far as his Department is concerned. But in

Government, especially from the standpoint of the Premier's Office, there's
a lot more than just the Departmental administration - your overall policy
matters, and situations that come up nationally or provincially that

require the Government to take a look at them, and that are not connected

with any particular Department. They're more general matters.
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I don't know how other Governments operated, but in our case, if those
matters were major, I would take them to Cabinet and we would discuss them

as a Cabinet. But in the preliminary work particularly, where you're
trying to come to a decision on what you will recommend to your Cabinet, I
would probably talk to three or four Ministers. Now, these matters were

not particular connected with their Department, but in that case you would

call in a Minister in whose judgment in the broader fields you had more

confidence than you might in another one.

This is no reflection on the others, but as you know, some people have a

broader perspective and are interested in broader fields. A man might be

an extremely good Minister of a Department, but he might have no interest
whatever in something that wasn't connected with it. Other Ministers would
be interested in everything. And Tanner was one such Minister.

If I had a matter of that kind, that I was trying to arrive at a judgment
on, he would certainly be one of the Ministers that I would have come in

some time. We'd sit down and kick it around between ourselves, and maybe

with two or three other Ministers. We didn't have an "inner Cabinet" as

such, but there's always that kind of an "inner Cabinet" of men whose

judgment you particularly feel is valuable in trying to arrive at a

decision.

LS: Mr. Tanner was a member of the Mormon Church. Your church was different.
How did that affect your relationship?

ECM: It didn't affect it at all.

LS: Did it in fact make for a stronger relationship, do you feel?

ECM: No, I wouldn't say it was a factor. Mr. Tanner was a man of very high
character. He had a reputation for impeccable character. I respected

that, while I disagreed with his religious convictions, and he, I suppose,

disagreed with mine. Well, that's fine. We accepted each other's right to

our own position in those matters. We had in common, I think I can

correctly say (and this isn't limited to Mr. Tanner), a lot of mutual
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convictions. Tanner was a man who was very scrupulous in integrity and

honesty in Government, and I shared that same view. There was no

disagreement on those things. So there was a certain affinity that came

from mutual convictions, even though our spiritual position was very far

apart .

LS: When Mr. Tanner was working, for instance, on policies for resource

development in this Province, how did that work in the nitty-gritty way?

Did he bring the recommendations to the Cabinet? Did he bring them to you

as Premier?

ECM: It would be both. What usually happens in those cases is this: Every
Minister has in his department, of course, specialists - technical people -

maybe his Deputy or engineers, Conservation Board people. Initially

changes of policy, or formation of policy, are usually started at that

level. There's a situation developing which has to be met. The people of

the Department that's going to have to deal with the problem get together
and say, "Here's the situation that's developing; we're going to have to

formulate a policy that will adequately take care of this." And they would

pool their judgment on it and come up with what they felt was at least the

skeleton of a policy, which would be discussed with their Minister.

He might agree or disagree, or argue, "You'll have to change this; I won't
accept that for this or this reason", and during that process (if it was

something of significant importance), in Mr. Tanner's case, he'd probably
contact me a few times. He'd say, "We're debating this thing in the

Department, and we're not quite in agreement on this." Or, "there are a

couple of alternatives here". And he'd ask, "Could I come and go over this
with you?" And we'd have a chat on that.

Finally, when the thing was boiled down into fairly concrete form, it would
be taken to the entire Cabinet, outlined by the Minister, and out of the

debates there there would probably be some further modifications,
additions, or deletions made. Then it would ultimately be formally

adopted.
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LS: So it came from the bottom up.

ECM: Right.

LS: Apparently the model for a lot of that legislation came out of the Texas
experience, is that correct?

ECM: I wouldn't say only the Texas experience. Mr. Tanner and I discussed this
a number of times and we were in full agreement on it. We were starting
out, particularly when Leduc came in in 1947, from scratch. We had no

background experience, nor was there any anywhere in Canada. We recognized

that it would be very important, right from the outset when it looked as

though the Province was going to move into significant oil development, to

be sure we had good sound policies in place that could stand up.

Then the question comes, "0.K., where do we draw information and experience
from, to help us put together a good policy?" As 1 say, there was no place
to go in Canada because there was no oil development in Canada! The

logical place to go (and this was something on which we both agreed) was to

Texas and Oklahoma and California, the major oil and gas producing States

in the U.S., and see what information we could get. Get hold of their

legislation, get hold of their regulations, and find the background - why

did they do this this way? Why didn't they do it some other way?

So we did that. Tanner went down himself sometimes. He sent Departmental
people down a number of times. And I must say, to the best of my

recollection, the governmental people in all those resource states in the

United States were extremely cooperative. They gave us everything they

had. We had all the Texas legislation, the Oklahoma legislation, the

California legislation.

Mr. Tanner and his people of course waded through all this stuff and pulled

out everything they felt was applicable to Alberta and would be desirable
to adopt, not necessarily in whole but some modification of it. And during
the process of putting together and later refining a lot of these policies
and regulations, from time to time he and his officials would go down and
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talk to some of their people - their regulatory people - to learn from

their experience.

Maybe it was selfish in a way, but we didn't see any merit in our making
over again the same mistakes they had made, if we could learn from their
experience and avoid those mistakes. And they were extremely cooperative

and it was very, very helpful.

It's rather interesting; this type of thing is sort of an evolutionary
process. I may have mentioned this to you before, but I recall (I guess in

the early 1950'5, not too long before Mr. Tanner went back into private
life), we had a request from the Barbados Government. They had some

resource development starting there, some oil discoveries, and they wanted

to formulate an oil policy. They wanted to know if we could send somebody

from our Government to go down and tell them what we had done, because they
had heard that Alberta had the best oil and gas policy in North America -

which was rather complimentary.

So some departmental people went down first, and then Mr. Tanner was down
for about six weeks. He set up, or at least pulled together, their

regulations for their energy policy.

This type of thing goes on all the time. In the same vein, in the year

after I left the Government, the North Slope development had come in in

Alaska. I had a call from the Governor of the State of Alaska asking if I

would come up and meet his Cabinet and tell them what we did about oil and

gas development.

So our getting this information and cooperation from the American oil
producing states is a normal procedure. It helped us very greatly.

LS: In 1952 Mr. Tanner resigned from your Government. I'd like to know the

background of that. Also, there was some suggestion that the timing of the

resignation (given that he was going to become involved with Merrell) was

perhaps questionable. He was maintaining his Cabinet responsibilities and
his private sector responsibilities. Why did Mr. Tanner resign?
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ECM: Well, Mr. Tanner was not politically oriented. And of course this was not

uncommon, as I mentioned earlier. Of our group elected in 1935, not one of

them was what you could call a "professional politician". Not one had ever

been in the Legislature before. And Mr. Tanner was that type. He really

had no interest in politics as such, being in public office or political
life was not an end in itself as far as he was concerned. He went into it

because there was a job that desperately needed to be done, and he joined a

group that was trying to do something.

He had mentioned to me, I guess perhaps six months in advance of the
election that year, that he had been seriously thinking and probably he'd

served long enough in public life now. Everything was established as far

as his Departments were concerned. He intended sometime to go back into

private business life, and he thought perhaps this was the appropriate
time. He'd rather like to go back. I think he probably had been offered
the presidency of Merrell at that time - I don't know.

Anyway, this wasn't surprising to me. Knowing Mr. Tanner's attitude to the

political arena, it was almost a natural.

He and I discussed this. His first inclination was, "This is our election
year. 1 think perhaps what I should do is drop out and not run at the

election." I didn't want to lose him, frankly, because he was an extremely

capable Minister, and I said, "If that's your decision, of course I won't

quarrel with it. I'm sorry to see you go, but I can understand it. But I
have some real reservations about your dropping out at the election - for a

couple of reasons.

"One, if you go out just before the election, you leave the people of the

Province and the industry up in the air as to who's going to take over this
Department. It's a very important Department. If, on the other hand, you

resign and I move immediately and bring somebody into the Department, he's

new and untried, and you throw him into an election where some of the

important issues have to do with resource development (which was very

prominent in those days), that puts him in a rather difficult position, and

puts the Government in a bit of a difficult position. And again, it leaves
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an element of uncertainty in the minds of the industry. They haven't had

time to know whether this new fellow's going to work out or not."

So I said, "In my view, I think it would be better if you would stay on at

least through the election and a while after. I don't think it would be

fair to go through the election and resign immediately."

Tanner's reservation was indicate of the character of the man. I think the

only thing he was concerned about was, "If I resign almost immediately
after an election, people are going to say I just hung on to go through the

election. The fairer thing would be to resign ahead of time." However, he
did agree and decide that he would contest the election. But it was done

on the understanding that he would not stay on his full term.

I don't remember how long after it was that he resigned, but there was a

bit of time there.

LS: Six years later (in 1958) Mr. Tanner was criticized by the Borden Royal
Commission concerning his stock options in TransCanada and his role in

TransCanada. This is an interesting thing in light of the first part of

our discussion, where you have obviously someone who is not connected with

your Government (I'm assuming, at this point in time) being criticized for

this type of activity.

What do you recall of that? First of all, was he connected in any way with
your Government in 1958?

ECM: No. From the day Mr. Tanner resigned in 1952, he had absolutely no

connection with the Government at all. I have always felt that the

criticism of Mr. Tanner in connection with TransCanada PipeLine was grossly

unfair. I say that because of the circumstances under which Mr. Tanner
went into TransCanada Pipelines.

I don't know whether we've recounted any of this before, but perhaps even
if there is some reference to it it will bear repetition in this context.

TransCanada PipeLine came into existence by virtue of an amalgamation
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between two groups, one Canadian and one American, both of which wanted to

build this national gas line across Canada. They had both applied to the

Conservation Board for permission to build and to get gas for it. Really

between the two there was very little to choose; they were both responsible

groups. The Western Canadian group was headed by Ray Milner, who was an

Edmonton man and a well-known business lawyer. The American group from

Texas was headed by Clint Murchison, a very prominent multi-millionaire
oilman in Texas.

The projects were almost identical, in engineering and everything else.

You could almost have put them in a hat and pulled either one out - it

wouldn't make that much difference as far as the project was concerned.

But obviously there could be only one pipeline.

These two groups were fighting each other like cats and dogs before the

Energy Conservation Board. This was before there was a National Energy

Board; the Minister was the last authority then in the Federal Government,
for export from Canada, and that was C. D. Howe at the time.

So Mr. Lan McKinnon, who was then the Chairman of our Conservation Board,
and I, had discussed this often. We both felt that this was getting to be

a pretty absurd situation, and that the logical way to resolve the thing
would be for these two groups to amalgamate. The project was big enough

that they could well use the combined resources of the two to underwrite
its success, and there just didn't seem to be any rhyme or reason to going

on and on. Every time there was a hearing, the one group was there as an

intervenor opposing the other, and this went on indefinitely. Ultimately,
we know that the Board and the Government would have to make a decision
between the two, and there was really nothing to choose between, as far as

the project was concerned.

We both came to that conclusion. I discussed it with the Cabinet and the

Ministers felt the same way. So Mr. McKinnon and I went to Ottawa and had

a meeting with Mr. Howe who would then, as Minister, have to be the one to

give authorization for export from Canada anyway. All we could do was say
what gas was surplus to Alberta's needs.
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Mr. Howe agreed that this was an absurd situation. We said, "Really, we

think they ought to amalgamate. We're quite sure they won't amalgamate on

their own volition because they've become arch-enemies. And in our view,
the only person that can force them into a marriage is yourself, because

you're the one that's going to say whether they can take the gas out of the

country anyway."

He agreed, and called them in. He was a pretty aggressive, dynamic
fellow. I remember I got a call from him, not much more than a week or ten

days after we had this talk. He said, "Mission accomplished. They're
married!" It was a shotgun marriage; they didn't want it, but I think they
recognized it was sensible.

They put together TransCanada PipeLine, and then the question arose among

them, who were they going to have for President of TransCanada? They got

into an impasse, because neither of the former separate groups was prepared

to accept somebody that was connected with the other group. They thought
there'd be bias. So they both agreed that the only thing they could do

would be to go outside altogether and get some capable, knowledgeable man

that was completely independent of either of them, that they could both

accept as a chairman.

I guess they didn't have too much success in agreeing among themselves on

who that might be, but they went back to Mr. Howe and said, "This is the

position. Have you any suggestions? Who would you like to see, from the

Government's standpoint, head this thing?" Mr. Howe phoned me, and I think
I raised the suggestion, "What about Eldon Tanner? He's got a very good
track record as an administrator. He's capable. He knows the gas and oil
industry, and he's a rabid Canadian." And we both agreed that Eldon Tanner

would be the ideal Chairman.

Mr. Howe said, "These people have left it to me to pretty well make a

choice on this. They'll accept our judgment on it. Would you phone Mr.

Tanner?" I said, "All right". Tanner was then in Calgary, as chairman of

Merrell Petroleums.
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I remember Mr. Howe discussing this at the time. He said, "Do you think
he'll accept it?" I said, "I really don't know. To the best of my
knowledge he's perfectly happy with the work he's doing now. His home is
in Calgary, and I'm quite sure he hasn't any ambitions along that line.
But to my mind the only grounds on which you'll get him to accept it is if

you sell it to him on the basis that this is one of the biggest Canadian
projects, it's vital to Canada's national interests, and it's a patriotic

opportunity to do something for the country."

Howe raised the question, "What will we have to pay him in salary? And

what inducements would he have to have financially?" 1 said, "I can't
answer that, Mr. Howe, but I know Mr. Tanner well enough to know that will

not be the deciding factor. If you're going to get him at all, in my view,
you'll get him on the grounds that this is something where he can really do

something for Canada. I don't think Mr. Tanner's going to be too

interested one way or the other on salary. He's getting a good salary, I'm
sure, right where he is, as president of an oil company. I don't think

that's going to be a factor."

Anyway, he asked me if I'd call him, so I phoned him. He was surprised, of

course. He said, "Nothing like that's anywhere in my mind. I'm quite
happy where I am; I'd be reluctant to make a change." But I said, "Well,
think about it, Eldon. Really this is pretty important to Canada, and

there's an impasse here. Unless they get somebody that's acceptable to

these groups (and Howe had sounded them out by this time, and Tanner was

quite acceptable to them - ideal)..."

Then Mr. Howe phoned him, and anyway, as a result of all this he was

finally persuaded to take it. Tanner didn't want TransCanada PipeLines.
But it was a huge thing, and of course the people that were sponsors of it

(Murchison and Milner and such) were men that were big business operators.

The fact of a few thousand dollars one way or the other on salary was

nothing to them. I don't know what the negotiations were, but knowing
Tanner I'm quite sure Tanner would not be the one that would argue about

the salary. They made him a good salary offer, and they also assured him
that the normal practice in a project of this kind is that you also as
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president have the stock options that normally go with a position of that
kind. That was it. And that's how he got into the thing.

Then, of course, where the public hassle developed was over the timing of
building the pipeline. The concept of TransCanada did not include any

government financial backing at all. These fellows were rabid free

enterprisers, including Tanner. Government financing in this was not in

the ballgame.

But Howe felt that they ought to get this pipeline built by a certain

time. He was very fearful of delays. And it reached the place (and Tanner

was head of it by this time) where the group had to come back to Mr. Howe

and say, "We can do this job without any government involvement, but it's
going to take us till next year. We cannot put the financing together for
a project this size this fast."

And out of that discussion, I don't know whether they suggested it or Howe

suggested it, was the suggestion that if the Canadian Government wanted it

moved more rapidly than that, and was prepared to give some Government

guarantees on one leg of the line which was uneconomic or something, they

felt they could move it ahead. They weren't pushing for this, but that was

a matter for Canada to decide. If they wanted it faster, then with
Government guarantees they could move. Otherwise, they'd have to take

longer, which they were prepared to do, and arrange their own financing.

Well, Howe (and the Government) was all for getting it done, so they

offered them these Canadian guarantees on the northern Ontario section of

the line. That's what brought it into Parliament - that the Government now

had a financial stake in this thing because they'd given guarantees. So in

Parliament Howe was putting through the pipeline bill, and the famous

hassle developed that ended up with the so-called Black Friday, which quite
frankly I think was a national disgrace.

Most of the criticism was totally unjustified; it was purely political.
And Howe of course was the type of man that was intolerant of democratic
practices. He was brought into the Federal Government by Mackenzie King as
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Minister of Munitions and Supply for the War. He had no interest in

politics at all; he was totally impatient of the time it took to do

anything in government. Howe was a "doer". If he decided something was a

good thing, then tell somebody to get to work and do it. Unfortunately, he

kept doing this kind of thing after he was in government! Then he'd
suddenly remember he hadn't got the approval of Parliament for this, and

would have to go back and get it.

So he wasn't popular with Parliament because he constantly trampled on the
democratic process. But he was intolerant of delays that were unnecessary.
He was a man I admired very greatly.

He brought the bill into the House, authorizing the pipeline including the

government guarantees. The Opposition zeroed in on it and screamed to high
heaven. And the days went by, and they filibustered, and everything else.
And Howe got impatient. He finally said, "We're going to wrap it up.

We'll bring in closure." So this was the so-called Black Friday - the day

that the closure expired. The Tory Opposition were screaming in the aisle
and shaking their fists at the Speaker for being denied their right to

speak. To my mind, it was a national disgrace.

The project was good, it was a great thing for Canada, it resulted in

thousands and thousands of jobs and expansion of the economy by the

investment, and it also moved Western Canadian gas to Central Canada, which
was a tremendous boon for them. Before they were using coal gas, or gas
imported from the United States, or oil. It was very advantageous to

Canada. It was just a crime that it was delayed the way it was.

Then of course, they made such a fuss over this forced closure that they
forced an inquiry. That's how the inquiry came to be. Then in the inquiry
they zeroed in on all the details on everybody in it. Tanner of course had
this contract with TransCanada of a salary plus the stock options. There

was nothing unusual about it, they were not unusual options.

You could find these in a dozen major companies with senior executives;
that's part of their employment contract. A stock option can be worth
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something or it can be worth nothing. It depends entirely on how the

company goes. Well, in Tanner's case, at the time the options were given
to him, of course the stock had no value except if the line went ahead.

But the criticism was, "This line went ahead by virtue of government

guarantees, and here's a man that makes a profit out of it because he has

been given options." Well, of course, he had been given the options long
before there was any talk about government guarantees.

So as I say, to my mind, the criticism was 90% political, and I think it
was very, very unfair. I don't say the Government was without fault,
because C.D. simply did not conform to the proper procedures of

Parliament. But the conduct of the whole thing was a national disgrace.

LS: How did that resolve itself for Mr. Tanner?

ECM: I don't recall whether he had resigned by that time or not. When he took

the TransCanada PipeLine job, he stipulated that he'd only take it for a

period to get the thing on its feet. He didn't want to stay with it. So

he resigned, and Coates became the President of TransCanada.

LS: Did Mr. Tanner ever discuss this at that time in 1958 when it hit the

press?

ECM: No, I don't believe we discussed it. I know it was mentioned and we talked
about it after, but he never came to me to talk about it, nor I to him. As

I say, he'd been away from the Government for years. While I saw him once

in a while when he was in Edmonton or I was in Calgary, our connections
were very remote.

LS: Mr. Tanner is currently, I believe, a senior Elder with the church in Salt

Lake City. Do you see him or talk to him these days?

ECM: The last time I saw Mr. Tanner would be a year ago last March. My wife and

I were in Phoenix, and Mr. Tanner has a married daughter in Phoenix. Mr.

and Mrs. Tanner were visiting her. They have five daughters, and of course

they were just little kiddies when he came into the Government. This girl
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phoned us and said that her father and mother were there, and asked if we'd
drop over and see them. That's the last time I saw him. His health is

very, very bad. He has, I think, Parkinson's disease. He is now 81, and

quite frail. He's not able to be around; his eyesight is almost entirely

gone.

LS: In the last several years, have you had opportunity to talk about his time

as a Minister at all. Has he ever reflected back on it?

ECM: No. This time I saw him, a year ago last March, it had been at least five

years before that, the last previous time I'd seen him. I've seen very

little of him since he went back to the States.

LS: During all those years as Minister of the various portfolios, and as you
say, the resource portfolios, with your Government, what was he like as a

Minister?

ECM: I thought he was one of the most capable ministers in the Government, quite

frankly. He was absolutely dependable; he was a very, very hard worker.

He made a point to be knowledgeable about everything that went on in his
Department.

Sometimes (with Ministers with quite a number of Governments) when you're
discussing a technical matter, Ministers will bring in three or four of
their officials, and they really carry the ball. The Minister doesn't know
these things. That was not the case with Tanner. He was always

knowledgeable; he did his homework. He was a very, very hard worker. I

think he made an invaluable contribution to this Province as a Minister of

the Crown in Alberta, and I think he made a tremendous contribution to

Canada in getting the TransCanada PipeLine project off the ground and

established. It's true he made some money out of it, because the company
prospered and the stock options became valuable. But as I say, that's not

an isolated case in that type of thing.

[end of tape recording]
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